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·2002
Bushrod T.
Washington
Tournament
. Ed: New style
promises less last
minute Shananigans
by ImaLyar

The 2002 Bushrod T.
Washington Moot Court Tournament drew to a close on Sunday,
October 20th. ThetQumament,
which was open toall?T .sand

commenced with ninety-six competitors, culminated in a fin.aI round
thattook place in the McGlothlin
Courtroom and was hosted by
Melanie Conrad, Bushrod TournamentJustice. William and Mary
has one ofthe oldest moot court
programs in the country. Begun in
1960 as an in-school activity,
William and Mary moot court
teams started to compete in interscholastic tournaments soon after.
Every year, moot court team
members participate in various
tournaments across the country.
Every spring, they host the Spong
Toumament here at William and
Mary, in whichaboutthirty law
schools compete. The Bushrod
Tournament was named after
Bushrod T. Washington, who
studied under George Wythe here
in Williamsburg. He became an
Associate Justice ofthe Supreme
Court in 1798 and served until
1829. The Bushrod is designed to
select the thirty-two members ofthe
upcoming year's team and then
rank them according to their final
placement in the tournament. This
year, the semi-finalists were Kevin
MootCourtConhnued p. 5

The trophy changes hands ...

A NEW KID ON THE BLOCK
PROFESSOR MOOTZ
Interview by Gary Abbott

Q.
Since this is as
much an introduction ofyou to the
~cho ol as an interview, can we start
~ith "What's your right name?"

(chuckle) Full name
s Francis Joseph Mootz III. When
was young and my father and
grandfather were around I was
always called "Jay." That's what I
ike now.
A.

Q.
IfIgottheofficial
biostufffrom the office, how would
tgo?

I was originally a
tenured professor at Western New
England College School ofLaw in .
Springfield, Massachusetts. In
2000, I took a visiting professorship at Penn State University
Dickinson School ofLaw and
accepted a full-time tenured
position the following August. I
primarily teach Sales, Contracts,
and Payment Systems, with occasional Insurance Law, Employment
Law" and Legislative and Administrative Process & Interpretation, a
statute interpretation course. My
wife, Caren, formerly was an
A.

employment lawyer with CitiGroup,
but she is now "retired" from
practicing law. We have a 12-yrold daughter and a 1O-yr-old son,
and also a dog, cat and bird.
Q.
What brings you to
Virginia and W&M?
A.
Last year I met
Professor Alcesand was invited to
be a co-author with him on a Sales
textbook that will be published in a
year. That ledto my visiting at
W&M. With Alces on leave next
NewKidContinued p.4
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PSF Summer Stipend'
Report: Nassau County
District Attorney's
Office
By: Adrienne Griffin

I spent my summer as an
intern at the Nassau County District
Atto'tney's Office in Mineola, New
York. As a bit of background
information, theD.A. 'sofficeisthe
criminal court system in New York
and Nassau County is the county
directly to the east ofQueens on
Long Island. I am very grateful to
the Public Service Fund forproviding me with a stipend that covered
my living expenses over the summer: I spent just over nine weeks
at the D.A. ' s office and was able to
rotate through four different locations. The office is divided into
County and District Courts.- Felo- .
nies are the exclusive domain ofthe
former while the latter is responsible
for prosecuting misdemeanors.
I spent my first three weeks
in the Civil Forfeiture Unit, a
division ofthe Rackets Bureau. I
was surprised to find mysel fin a
civil unit, the only one ofits kind in
the D.A. ' s office. New York is
one ofonly two states (the civil
forfeiture attorneys told me they
thought the other one was Minne~
sota) that have forfeiture statutes.
These laws allow the govemmentto
seize the proceeds of a crime, such
as drug sale or prostitution ring

profits, and instrumentalities of
criines, which are most oftettthe
cars driven by people arrested for
felonyDWI. While at Civil Forfeiture, I worked with another intern
on amotion for summary judgment
involving a car that was used in the
commission ofa murder. The case
file had been "lost" by a former
ADA in Forfeiture and my partner
and I had to comb through the case
record from the trial division to
sufficiently describe the factual basis
for the motion. We also worked on
some general research questions
including the circumstances under
which a house where drug dealing
had occurred could be seized
. (generally only when itis nota
faIJlilyhome) and about the exact
classification under the law of
fireworks (the Rackets people
wanted to know what class of
explosives they had seized in a sting
operation).
My second rotation was
with the County Court trial bureau,
where I was assigned to three
attorneys. I went to conference
parts with one or more ofthem in
the mornings and observed pre-trial
conferences, plea arrangements,
actual pleas, and the sentencing of
some defendants who had pled
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guilty. During those conference
parts, I was mainly responsible for
administrative tasks such as keeping
the calendar, making sure the
indictments were correct and
generally fetching items (and
people!) the attorneys might need.
In the afternoons I was happy to do
more substantive work, such as
helping write direct examination
questions for an upcoming trial and
for a hearing on a probation violation. Two ofthe attorneys I
worked with here had significant
duties outside what you would
expect of a prosecutor. One was in
charge ofan alternative program for
. drug offenders who were offered
the chance to go to an in-patient
treatmentprograminsteadoftojail.
The other was responsible for
maintaining files on defendants who
had been committed to inpatient
psychiatric hospitals instead of
being incarcerated. She was
alerted each time a patient's level of
privileges was changed and when
the patients were scheduled to be
released. She had to inform the
hospital oftheDA's position, ifany,
and alert victims or family members
when appropriate. This same
attorney was in the process of
becoming a special liaison to the
U. S. Marshal's office after becoming involved in a kidnaping case that
was resolved with Marshal assistance. These two women demonstrated to me that dedication to the
job atthe DA' s office could lead to
interesting additional responsil?i Iities
and satisfying work.
My third rotation was at
District Court, where I had the
pleasure ofmeeting and working
with thenewestADAs. Itis

mandatory to spend at least two
years with the District Court, which
is in Hempstead, about four miles
from County Court. Everything
moves at a quicker pace in District
Court, where the typical attorney
has a case load of about two
hundred these days. The attorneys
here were very grateful to have
interns. I worked with threeADAs
in District Court, one ofwhom had
only been there for about nine
months. Hetoldmehehadonly
had one trial and since it was over a
fishing violation, it should only count
as halfa trial. Much ofmy research
here involved statutory interpretation: can an ADA amend a complaint with a superseding
information (sirnilarto an indictment) and is it "leaving the scene of
an accident" ifthe defendant
provided her name and then left.
Finally, I spent a little more
than a week in Gangs, which is a
unit ofthe Narcotics Bureau. I was
not allowed to have any contact
with witnesses in this unit and actual
knowledge ofspecific facts ofcases
was discouraged. They said they
didn 't want me to end up as a
witness in caseof any problems.
Instead, I worked on researching
the level ofinjury required to make
a case for first degree assault as
well as the limits ofthe pedigree
exceptions to the hearsay rule.
Throughout the summer,
interns were encouraged to observe
as many different court actions as
possible. Because Civil Forfeiture
was not very fast:-paced, I had the
opportunity to watch most ofa trial
ofa man accused of two counts of
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attempted murder, two counts of
first degree assault, nine counts of
first degree robbery, and one count
of attempted robbery (Note to any
would-be trial watchers: Ifthere i a
fourteen count indictment, don t
stay to watch thejuryinstructions!).
The defendant was convicted of
everyth ing except the two attempted murders though as the
judge later told us, it seems strange
to decide that someone who fires
close range at a person's stomach
is not trying to kill him. Another
trial I saw a large portion of was
that old favorite from Criminal Law:
a drag racer charged wi th manslaughternotonly for the death of
an innocent dri er, but also for the
death ofthe other racer. The judge
told us that he denied the
defendant motion to dismi
b~cau e he felt that there wa
significantcau ation. Thejury
found.the defendant guilty ofboth
count. I am watching forthe
appeal, however.

PSF -Sponsored Internship at the New
York State Department of
Environmental Conservation, Legal
Affairs Division
By: Emily F eyrer

The ew York State
Department ofEnvironmental
Conservation Region II office is
located in Long Island City
Queens.Myfirstles onworking
there last ummer wa that Long
Island i OTju tthe Hamptons
- - - - -andJone Beach,
... interns are
d
given a tremen- but Brooklyn an
dou amount of Queen a well.
re pon ibility Thi Ie on was
quickly"
folio .. edquickly
by: "Where are you from? You are
rea1lyc1uele s!"
Patheti geography kills
(madee en more pathetic by the
My ummeratthe a au
fact that I AM a ew Yorker)
CountyDA'sofficewasintere ting
notwith tanding. I wasadmittedl
and, at times inspiring. Most of the pretty clue\e regarding many of
attorney I met really cared about
the en vrronmen tal issues facing
making thecommunjtya saferplace
ew York s Region II, which
to live in and helping the ictim of
encompas es Manhattan Queens
crimes. Most were wi 11 ing to admi t
Brooklyn Staten Island and the
when a defendant had been incorBronx. For example before being
rectlyovercharged. The ADA who
assigned to the air enforcement
administered the alternate drug
division last summer, I had no idea
treatment program was truly
thatdrycleaner arepublicenemy
dedicated to the task ofgetting
number one regarding air pollution,
people the help they needed.
comprising approximate! y 50
Finally,oneofthenewe tprogram
percent ofthe open enforcement
was dedicated encouraging comcase on the air docket last summunityparticipation in the renewal
mer.I had been thinking more along
of the town of Hemp tead. I not
the line of moke-belching factoonly had the chance to improve my
ries , which sure are bad too, but
re earch skills, I also got to partici- luckily fewer in number, at least in
pate in the justice system.
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. William and Mary night at The Corner Pocket. Come 10
Every Mon d ay IS
f
/2 . I
and enjoy your favorite snacks and beverages and play pool or 1 pnce.
Offer good with valid college J.D . Monday nights from 9 p.m. [0 1 a .lD.
Williamsbur Crossing Shopping Center
220-D808

Wee en had to sign a permission
the ewYorkCitymetropolitan
slip!).
area.
I was able to vi it the
I would highly recommend
Attorney General's office downa legal internship with the NYS
town the Brooklyn avyYards
DEC Region Two office to law
to check out dry dock (and the
student intere ted in environmenset-builders for Saturday ight
tal law for se era I reasons .
Live!) Coney Island a few time
Because the tate i
ALL 0 er Queen and Brooklyn,
trapped for re ources, interns
the home of a member of the
are gi en a tremendous amount of
Russian mafia (!) and taten
re ponsibilityquickly. Within two
I land. One of my per onal
week the attorneys I worked
fa orite \i a a ride-along ith
under allowed u to take the lead
one of the Environmental Enforceduring compliance conference
mentOfficer e ported
with re pondent ,e en allowing
bullet-proofve t in hich I
u to help in th a e ment of
totally did not look a cool a the
penaltie
hich wa both e REAL officer, but I till felt
tremely cary and extremely
pretty ki ka .
empo\i ering. The tremendou
One of the attorney I
amount of open ca e mean that
worked under this ummer
intern are ALWAYS busy' and
pointed out to me how rarely
- - - - - -since there is so
"'The attorney
tride made by the Y DEC
much work to do
tbat work for
regarding impro ed airquality are
you can t help but
theDE are
celebrated. In tead focu remain
amazing"
make an impact. I
on how far the area till ha to go
- - - - - -worked with two
to reach attainment for se eral
other law students from Fordham
regulated pollutants. It is hard to
and together we closed 0 er 30
celebrate omething impro ed air
open enforcement cases. We
qualitybecau emo tpeople
studied the case file , set up the
rarely notice it unle it i OT
compliance conferences, particigood. A the ummer grew hotter
pated in the negotiation se ion,
and muggier and the ew York
created the Con ent Order and
Times rated ozone Ie el a
then followed up with respondent
- higher and higher I noticed that it
when con ent order and penalbecame inc rea inglydifficult to
tie were not received .
breath while running along the
The attorney that ork
Hudson. Thi increa ed difficulty
for the DEC are amazing: alwa
rna ha e been related to air
ready and willing to take an hour
quality or may ha e indicated that
to explain tricky legi lation fact
I needed to lay off the late night
or politic extremely patient and
falafel on Bleeker treet. Hard to
SUPER willing to offer open and
really pinpoint that one.
honest career ad ice. They want
However because of the
the intern to benefit a much
environmental i ue confronting
from the experience a they
Region Two confronting me
benefit from the free and willing
e ery morning as I got off the
labor and they go abo e and
Se en train in Queen and walked
beyond to make sure this is true .
up the stairs to brownfield ite
In addition to organizing lunch at
and smog I went into work e ery
the neighboring ethnic restaurants
day inspired to work toward
and about a billion summer office
making that area, and our world ,
parties, they organize a slew of
a little bit cleaner for the next
field trip (That s right: field trip .
mommg.
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modated. The FEC consists of
some point and we'll be touring
six members, three Democrats
Colonial Williamsburg.
and three Republicans . Decisions
on any matter brought
Q.
Well, thank you for
before the Commission have to
the interview and on behalfofthe
be
made by a four-vote majorstudents, Welcome to Marshallity. A continuing testament to
Wythe.
the workability of the FEC is
the fact that voting has been
A.
You're welcome.
deadlocked in less than two
percent of all actions for the life
ofthe agency .

PARTISAN BIAS IN

THE FEDERAL
ELECTION
COMMISSION
By: Gary Abbott

New Kid, Continued from pg. 1

semester, I'm more or less teaching
what would have been his classes
and working with him on the book.

Q.
What's the good
and bad ofvisiting?
A.
Well first off, there'
s no committee work with the
school. Actually, I'm still on some
committees at Dickinson this
semester, but I can tend to those by
telecommuting. But there is much
more time to concentrate on
teaching and scholarship. Then
there's the opportunity to meet
with other faculty and legal professionals. The main negative is being
awayfrommyfarnily. Vfsitinghere
is almost ideal because I'm close
enough to go home on weekends.

Q.
Is W&M better,
worse or just different from other
schools?
There are a lot
more similarities than you would
think. The other law schools where
I have taught share with W&M a
small school student-oriented
atmosphere. I'm finding W&M to
A.

be very student focused, which is
important for me.

Q. - You teach Sales
with a Course-Pakratherthanan
assortment oftextbooks, which I
like, by the way. Why is that?
A.
It's a personal
preference that I think serves
students well . The book is customized for the course I teach and is
designed specifically for students to
progress through the material.

Q.
How do you intend
your relationship with students to
be?
Open door always !
I hope I already seem accessible to
students. IfI' m in my office. come
in. E-mail me about anything
(fjm3@psu.edu)ifIambackin
.Pennsylvania
A.

Michael E. Toner
is a dyed-in-the-wool Republican and makes no bones about
it. He worked on the DoleKemp campaign for the presidency, the Bush-Cheney 2000
Presidential Campaign, was
General Counsel to the BushCheney transition team and was
the immediate past ChiefCounsel to the Republican National
Committee. He's also a new
member of the Federal Election
Commission (FEC).
And that's exactly the way it was meant to
be, said Toner to a group oflaw
students. Friday, October 18 ,
2002, the Institute of the Bill of
Rights Student Division hosted a
brunch with Michael Toner,
Bush appointee to the FEC, on
the topic of "Campaign Finance
Reform." For over an hour in a
casual back-and-forth exchange, he described theFEC,
the work it does, and told some
personal experiences.

T.he FEC is an
executive branch agency, set up
in the aftermath of the
Watergate trauma to help deal
with the, at the time, new
Q.
Howwi11 you spend regulations on political campaign financing. Much thought
your leisure time in Williamsburg?
was given to the make-up of the
A.
Unfortunately there Commission then and in the
ensuing years. Consensus
won' tbe alotofit. I usually go
home on every weekend. There I'11 decision has always been that
partisanship would exist no
be catching soccer games with my
matter how it was set up , so the'
son. My family will visit here at
fact was recognized and accom-

Briefly, the FEC
does three things:
1 - issues regulations based on congressional
statutes regarding campaign
financing;
2 - handles '
complaints and enforcement of
violations; and
3 - issues advi sory opinions, 50-60 of them a
year.
The,passage of
the McCann-Feingold Campaign Finance Reform Act this
past year put a heavy load on
the regulation work oftbe FEe.
It had 90 days.to issue new
regulations on soft money
contributions (already done)
and 270 days for everything
else (on target for December
2002 completion). Mr. Toner
explained that "hard money" is
any political contribution raised
and spent within federal guidelines, while " soft money" is
simply the money raised and spent outside those guidelines.
Historically, soft money has
- been regulated by state statutes.
McCann-Feingoldnow imposes
federal regulations to all contributions , hard and soft. A major
effect of the new act is to make
disclosure of contributions of
any kind mandatory, making the
political process more transparent than ever. Mr. Toner
recommended that-everyone go
to www.fec.govto see who is
giving money to which candidate. He promised we would be
both surprised and impressed.
TheFECnow
expects a tidal wave of complaint and enforcement actions
to follow in the near future, as
politicians and campaigns
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grapple with the new regs.
Moot Court, Continued from pg.1

Complaints can be lodged
formally or by handwritten notes
and Mr. Toner emphasi~ed that
-the FEC handles ALL complaints, approximately 1000 a
year. The Commission serves
as both judge and jury, with real
subpoena power to collect
evidence, and its decisions are
final.
Interspersed with
the dry information on the FEC,
Mr. Toner also told of some of
his experiences in the past,
working on presidential campaigns. In relation to the prob lems of campaign contributions,
he told about getting a call from
a reporter inquiring about a
$1000 contribution made by a
five year old child. Turned out
an over-zealous campaign ·
director. thought he could
circumvent the contribution limit
by having his whole family make
individual contributions. Not
so , and Mr. Toner had
. a lot of
follow-up work to do to make
sure everyone knew that.
Another experience was the
elation , for an hour or so, when
Bush was initially declared
winner of the presidential
election. The elation was , of
course, followed by weeks in
the doldrums as the 2000
election snafu proceeded. For
Mr. Toner this included days
on end of discussion oflegal
advice on how to proceed on a
daily basis.
Finally, Mr.
Toner highly recommended that
a ll of the students look to
Washington, D.C., for a career
in law. There is lots and lots of
work, much of it ofa kind that
is hard to find anywher~ else,
like lobbying, administrative
issues and policy work. In
addition, he thinks it's a great
place to live.
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Duffan and Kristin Zech. The final round ofthis year's tournament featured Eric Cook, who argued
the petitioner's case, and Casey Chmielewski, who represented the respondent.
The tournament featured a
othetical argument before the
upreme Court. 3L and Moot
Team member Sherrie
bell wrote this year's probwhich centered on a criminal
fendant's motion for a new trial
ased on the prosecution's failure
turn over exculpatory Brad)
ial. The prosecution did not
al the existence ofanother
tential suspect in the crime nor
they disclose a plea arrangethey had made in exchange
testimony from a former
ftp""-'--"ce:llmate of the defendant. The
istrict Court of Wythe" denied
defendant's motion for a new trial ,
but the" 14th Circui t" reversed
this decision. Eric Cook represented the Petitioner, the People
ofWythe, who were seeking to
ha ve the Circuit Court's de-cision
overturned. Following court
procedure, he spoke first and
reserved time for rebuttal. Casey
Chmielews\<i argued next for the
Respondent, Brett Soloman, the
criminal defendant who sought to
have his conviction overturned.
The final round wasjudged
by our own Dean Taylor Reveley,
the Honorable Walter S. Felton,
Jr. of the Court of Appeals of
Virginia, the Honorable Lydia
Calvert Taylor, ofthe Norfolk Circuit Court, Donald Tortorice, an adjunct professor here at William
and Mary, and 3L Zeke Ross , Chief Justice of the William and Mary Moot Court Board, and the
inner oflast year ' s Bushrod
ournament. The final round was
intense competition featurin g
ifficult questions that commenced
efore either side ould get more
an a sentence or two of their
ared argument out. The
udges did not hesitate to pursue
isticated lines of inquiry such
, " So, counselor, what rule of
aware you urging upon this Court
oday?" After both sides had
heard the judges retired to
erate. By a 3-2 margin they
led in favor ofthe respondent
Casey Chmielewski was
ared the winner of this year ' s
ushrod T. Washington Tournament. A brief ceremony was held in the courtroom to honor the semi -finalists finalist, and winner
and was followed by a reception in the lobby.
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ELECTION INFORMATION
Election Day is Tuesday,
November 5,2002. The editors of
the Amicus would like to remind
everyone to go out and vote. To
find out where to vote, check your
voterregistration card, or, ifyou
area Virginia resident, go to: http://
www.sbe.state.va.usNotReg/
Poll,ing_Place! .
Polling_Place_LookupJequest.asp
The following information
was found at the web site ofthe
Virginia State Board ofElections,
http://www.sbe.state.va.usI ·
ElectiollS_Section.htm
TO BE VOTED ON AT
THE NOVEMBER 5,2002
SPECIAL ELECTION
Commonwea1thoNirginia
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT #1
Article VI, Judiciary,
Section 1
Judicial Power and Jurisdiction
BALLOT QUESTION
Question: Shall theConstitution ofVirginia be amended to
permit the Supreme Court to
consider, as part ofits original
jurisdiction, claims ofactual innocence presented by convicted
felons in the ,cases and manner
provided by the General Assembly?
EXPLANATION
Thisamendmentconcems
cases in which a person is convicted ofa felony but is later able to
prove his "ac~l innocence"
because ofnew scientific or DNA
evidence that is discovered after his
conviction. The new evidence
shows that the person did not
commit the felony and was wrongly
convicted.
The amendment provides
that the Supreme Court may
"consider claims ofactual innocence presented by convicted
felons in such cases and in such
manner as may be provided by the
General Assembly" as part ofthe
Court's originaljurisdiction. Article
VI, Section 1, establishes the

October 30, 2002 THE AMICUS

exempt the property ofspecific,
named organizations. The General
Assembly requires a resolution by
the local governirig body in support
ofthe exemption.
Supreme Court and provides that it other evidence it may require.
The proposed amendment
may hear some matters as part of
NOTE: The text ofthe
authorizes
the local governing body
actual amendment has been omitted
its "original"jurisdiction and other
to exempt such property by an
for space considerations, but may
matters as part ofits "appellate"
be viewed at the Board ofElections ordinance and elimipates the need
jurisdiction.
for action by the General Assembly.
Most cases reach the
web site listed above.
The amendment provides that the
Supreme Court by an appeal from
local governing body may adopt an
PROPOSED CONSTIa lower court and fall within its
ordinance
to exempt property
TUTIONALAMENDMENT#2
"appellate"jurisdiction. Section 1
''used by its owner for religious,
Article X, Taxation and
lists the matters thatthe Supreme
charitable, patriotic, historical,
Finance, Section 6
Court hears as part ofits "original"
benevolent, cultural, or public park
jurisdiction. These are special
Exempt Property
and playground purposes." The
situations: for example, habeas
BALLOT QUESTION
General Assembly will continue to
corpus petitions and matters
Question: Shall theConstihave authority to enact laws setting
involving the discipline ofajudge.
tution ofVirginia be amended to
. A vot~ to approve this
allow localities by ordinance, rather out restrictions and conditions on
these tax exemptions~
proposed amendment will make it
than the General Assembly by law,
A vote to approve this
clear that the Supreme Court may
to exempt property from taxation
proposeq. amendment will provide
consider a claim ofactual innocence that is used for charitable and
for these tax exemptions to be
without requiring the person to file
certain other purposes, subjectto
authorized by the local governing
the claim first in a lower court. Ifthe the restrictions and conditions
body rather than by ~e General
provided by general law?
voters approve the proposed
Assembly. Ifthe voters approve the
amendment, it will take effect
EXPLANATION
proposed
amendment, it will take
November 15,2002.
Generally, the Constitution
effectJanuary 1,2003.
provides that all property shall be
The amendment provides
NOTE: The text ofthe
that the General Assembly will
taxed and then provides how
actual
amendment
has been omitted
provide by law for the details of
various types ofproperty may be
for space considerations, but may
what claims may be filed and the
exempted from taxes. This amendprocedures that must be followed
ment changes how certain types of be viewed at the Board ofElections
web site listed above.
to file these claims. The General '
property may be exempted from
Assembly has enacted a law to
taxes.
PROPOSED BOND
implement this proposed amendSubsection (a) (6) of
ment. That law will also take effect
Article X, Section 6, now provides ISSUES
TO BE VOTED ON AT
November 15,2002. [Code of
that the General Assembly may
THE
NOVEMBER
5,2002
Virginia, Title 19.2, Ch. 19.2, §§§§ exempt property "used by its owner
SPECIAL ELECTION
forreligious, charitable, patriotic,
19.2-327.2 through 19.2-327.6.
PROPOSED BOND
historical, benevolent, cultural, or
Issuance ofWrit ofActual InnoISSUE,
QUESTION #1
cence.]
public park and playground purEDUCATIONAL FAIn brief, that law spells out
poses."
Cll..ITIES
in detail when and how a convicted
This subsection provides
QUESTION: Shall Chapfelon may petition the Supreme
that the General Assembly may
exempt this category ofproperty in ters 827 and 859, Acts of the
Court to issue a writ ofactual
General Assembly of2002, authoinnocence. The petition must claim
either oftwo ways -- classification
rizing the issuance ofgeneral
thatthepetitionerisactuallyinnoor designation. First, it may pass a
obligation bonds ofthe Commoncent ofthe crime for which he was
law to exempt prpperty belonging
convicted, set out an exact descrip- to a class or type oforganization. It wealth oNirginia in thernaximum
tion ofthe human biological or
has passed a number ofthese laws. amount of$900,488,645 pursuant
to Article X, Section 9(b) ofthe
, DNA evidence and testing support- For example, it has exempted the
Constitution ofVirginia for capital
real and personal property that
inghis innocence, and explain that
projects for educational facilities,
belongs to non-profit volunteer fire
the evidence was not available
departments and rescue squads and take effect?
when the petitioner was convicted.
EXPLANATION: On
The Supreme Court may dismiss or is used for the benefit ofthe general
April 18, 2002, the Governor
grant the petition and may overtum public.
signed into law Senate Bill No. 31/
or modify the conviction after it
Second, it may pass a law
House
Bill No. 99, the Commonconsiders the petition and the '
to exempt the property of a designated non-profit organization. It has wealth ofVirginia Educational
Commonwealth's response, the
Facilities Bond Act of2002 (or
previous records ofthe case,and
passed hundreds ofthese laws to
"the Act"). Virginia law requires a
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majority ofvoters in a statewide
referendum to vote in favorofthe
Act before it can be,c ome effecti ve.
The purpose ofthe Act is
to allow the Commonwealth to sell
bonds to raise funds to pay for
capital projects at state-supported
colleges, universities, museums and
other educational facilities. The
Constitution ofVirginia in Section
9(b) ofArticle X provides that the
General Assembly may authorize
the creation of debt to pay for
capital projects. Ifthis Act is
approved, the Commonwealth may
issue Commonwealth ofVirginia
General Obligation Bonds and sell ,
the bonds to raise funds to pay for
specific capital projects. The capital
projects contemplated in the Act
have an estimated useful life of
more than twenty-five years and
include, but are not limited to,
capital projects for the renovation
ofinstructional facilities, construc- _
tion ofnew academic space,
construction ofnew research space,
upgrades to heating and cooling
systems, and improvements for
handicapped accessibility. The total
amount ofbonds the Commonwealth could issue pursuant to the
Act is no more than $900,488,645
(nine hundred million, four hundred
eighty-eight thousand, six hundred
forty- five dollars), andno bond
may be outstanding for more than
twenty-five years. The Act and
related laws govern the details
regarding the creation, issuance and
repayment ofthe bonds, as well as
the use ofthe funds generated by
the sale of the bonds. The educational institutions that would receive
funds pursuant to the Act are:
Christopher Newport
University
The College ofWilliam and
Mary
George Mason University
James Madison University
Longwood College
Mary Washington College
Norfolk State University
Old Dominion University
Radford University
UniversityofVirginia _
UniversityofVirginia's
College at Wise
Virginia Cornri1onwealth
University

Virginia Military Institute
Virginia Polytechnic Insti~
tute and State University
Virginia State University
Richard Bland College
Virginia Community College System
Virginia Institute ofMarine
Science
Virginia Cooperative
ExtensionIVirginiaAgriculture
Experiment Station'
Southwest Virginia Higher
Education Center
JamestoWll- YorktoWll
Foundation
Science Museum ofVir-

grrua
Virginia Museum ofFine
Arts
Frontier Culture Museum

PROPOSED BOND
ISSUE, QUESTION # 2
P ARKS AND RECREATIONALFACILITIES
QUESTION: Shall Chapters 854 and 884, Acts ofthe
General Assemblyof2002, authorizingthe issuance ofgeneral
, obligation bonds ofthe Commonwealth ofVirginia in the maximum
amountof$119,040,000pursuant
to Article X, Section 9(b) ofthe
Constitution ofVirginia for capital
projects for parks and recreational
facilities, take effect?
EXPLANATION
On April 18,2002, the
Governor signed into law Senate
Bill No. 672/House Bill No. 1144,
the Commonwealth ofVirginia
Parks and Natural Areas Bond Act
of2002 (or "the Act"). Virginia law
requires a majority ofvoters in a
statewide referendum to vote in
favor of the Act before it can
become effective.
The purpose ofthe Act is
to allow the Conm10nwealth to sell
bonds to raise funds to pay for
capital projects at state-supported
parks and recreational facilities. The
Constitution ofV irginia in Section
9(b) of Article X provides that the
General Assemblymay authorize
the creation of debt to pay for
capital projects. Ifthis Act is
approved, the Commonwealth may
issue Common\vealth ofVirginia

General Obligation Bonds and sell
the bonds to raise funds to pay for
specific capital projects. The capital
projects contemplated in the Act
have an estimated useful life of
more than twenty-five years and
include, but are not limited to,
capital projects for the acquisition
ofland fornatural area preserves
and parks, campground construction, visitorcenterrenovation, road
improvements, trail improvements
and shoreline erosion repair. The
total amount ofbonds the Commonweal th could issue pursuant to
the Act is no more than
$119,040, 000 (one hundred
nineteen million, forty thousand
dollars), and no bond may be
outstanding for more than twentyfive years. The Act and related laws
govern the details regarding the
creation, issuance and repayment of
the bonds, as well as the use ofthe
funds generated by the sale ofthe
bonds. The existing state parks that
would receive funds pursuant to the
Act are:
Bear Creek Lake
'BelleIsle
Breaks Interstate
Chippokes
Claytor Lake
Douthat
Fairy Stone
False Cape
First Landing
Grayson Highlands
Holliday Lake
Hungry Mother
James River
Kiptopeke
Lake Anna
Leesylvania
Mason Neck
Natural Tunnel
New River Trail
Occoneechee
Pocahontas
Sailor's CreekBattlefield
Shenandoah "Andy Guest"
Sky Meadows
Smith Mountain Lake
Staunton River
Staunton River Battlefield
Twin Lakes
Westmoreland
Wilderness Road
York River

REGIONAL SALES

7

TAX REFERENDA IN
NORTHERN VIRGINIA
AND HAMPTON ROADS
FOR TRANSPORTATION
PROJECTS.
Regional sales tax referenda in Northern Virginia and
Eastern Virginia for Transporta. tion projects. Chapter 853 of the
2002 Acts of Assembly requires
that referenda be held in Northern
Virginia and in Eastern Virginia in
November 2002 on the questions
of increasing the sales and use tax
by one-halfofone percent and
one percent in each region respectively, for transportation
purposes in those regions.
A favorable vote on the
question in Eastern Virginia
(counties ofIsle of Wight, James
City, and York, and the cities of
Chesapeake, Hampton, Newport
News, Norfolk, Poquoson,
Portsmouth, Suffolk, Virginia
Beach, and Williamsburg) would
authorize the Hampton Roads
Planning District Commission to
issue debt in a principal amount
not exceeding $5,990,000,000
for specified transportation
projects, and to pay the interest
~md principal of such debt with
the additional revenues generated
by an increase of one percent in
the sales and use tax in that
regIOn.
The ballots in these
localities will contain the following
question:

"QUESTION: Shall an
additional sales and use tax of
one percent be imposed in IS,le
of Wight County, James City
County, York County, the City
of Chesapeake, the City of
Hampton, the City.0fNewport
News, the City of Norfolk, the
City of Poquoson, the City of
Portsmouth, the City ofSuffolk, the City of Virginia
Beach, and the City of
\, illiamsburg, \\ith the reyenues to be used solely for
regional transportation
projects and programs as
specified in Chapter 853 of the '
Acts of Assembly of 2002?"
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lawyer. This was an exciting
about pro se representation. In
instead. The bright side was showhearing and one I still believe I was
case any ofyou were wondering,
ers of course andajob with the
fortunate to experience. Besides, I
that's over 3000 cases.
Federal Public Defender for the
I had a partner intern whom ended up in the New York Times.
Eastern District ofVirginia, the
What I learned form my
disadvantage being that Washington I am almost sure was as suicidal as
internship, first, public defenders
I was when she realized what
DC is much more expensive then
exactly the assignment was to entail. work very hard. They have long
Mauritania. So my Public Service
Fund money thankfully was transI am actually not complaining. I just hours and maintain an invaluable
service in the whole s<?ope ofthe
ferred towards this feat.
never realized the meticulousness
democratic system. Unfortunately,
and detail that is properly afforded
This j ob was a very interthisjob is often thankless. As I
esting insight into the Federal justice to a capital murder case.
By: RababFayad
listened to reporters and media
I believe that the most
sys~em. Until today I am still not
criticize the public defenders
entirely sure why any prosecutor
exciting experiences I had at the
When I received a stipend
personally and the office as a whole
would prosecute, "to the fullest
Public Defender's Office was not
form.the Public Service Fund for
for working on the Moussaoui case
extent ofthe law" every single
the research involved but actually
this last surnmer it was initially
I realized how under-appreciated
possible issue that carne across his
dealing with the cases first hand.
granted to me for my work with the or her desk. I am not talking about The first "non-research" oriented
and misunderstood the work ofa
United States State Department in
real c~es (we all know what those task assigned to me was to translate public defender really was, not to
Mauritania. Mauritania is an
mention that many reporters really
are). I mean the nice, small,
phrases used in court from Arabic
African country with 100% desert.
do not have any idea what they are
insignificant, we-really-can 'tto English. I found this process
It is a former colony ofFrance and
talking about.
believe-they're-on-the book,
completely fascinating. I also met
continues to import all ofits water
I also gained a greater
Mr. Moussaoui'smother. She
crimes. You know the ones that
_ _ _IIIIIIiI_ _ from there. I was
respect for the criminal justice
spoke French and Arabic, but no
give you a little chuckle every time
thrilled to learn that you realize the some one in their
English. So again I was called upon system. I do not think that I want
"I ended up in
D.C. instead." 65 percent ofthe
to pursue a career in criminal law.
to translate and sit with her. This
right mind bothered to make a law
population was
experience was invaluable. As a
However, I strongly urge any one
about the issue.
-----a,.,nomadic and that all
who may have questions about our
translator and an employee ofthe
I was also shocked by the
the runways were still unpaved.
quantity ofaccused bank robbers in Federal Public Defender's Office, I criminal legal system to pursue
In what others might
attended the hearing in which judge some sort of work ifeven fora
the district. Perhaps, I was more
consider a bout ofinsanity I hurshort time in that system. At
amused that there was a bank at the Brinkarna allowed Zacarias
riedly rushed to the mall and
minimum you will gain respect for
ground floor ofthe Public Defender Moussaoui to proceed as his own
purchased "desert clothing," as I
the people involved in the system.
office. Nevertheless, these musings
was told to do by the State Depart- really only lasted about five minutes
ment. The next logical question I
because then I was put to work.
am sure some ofyou are asking is
The federal Public
what exactly is desert clothing? It
Defender's office is a government
may seem that this would be short
job. However, they work consleeves and something that would
- - - - -stantly and frankly
keep you nice and cool. Unfortu"Besides,. 1
. very hard. Our
ended up 10 the
.
nately, that is not the case. Desert
New York
office was partlcuclothing consists oflong sleeve, full
Times."
larlyswamped.
length clothing. This ofcourse is to _ _ _ _ _..oBecausethe
keep the sun offyour skin. It also
Northern DistrictofVirginia was
means nothing light and cotton
blessed with what could only call
Win~ ftom Atound the WOtld,
because apparently desert flies can infamous criminals. This meant that
rSlnhldic ~eJection of Impotted smd Domedie Beet,
penetrate through the clothing to
only three lawyers in the office had
Attitan SInd htmrt~d Ch~,
sting you.
to handle the caseload for the rest
Cigats Imd Unique Gifts.
So there you have itofthe district. The other lawyers
desert clothing.
were di vided between two death
TSlstlng Bat OJ»el1 rtidsJy and ~tutdsly 4.-7pm.
The job in Mauritania
penalty cases. One was the Lentz
Wine Cla~~ heJd the 2.... Wedn~y of mod months.
offered me the opportunity to work case, about a military man accused
on exciting environmental issues,
ofmurdering his wife. The second
Conveniently lOCSlted in Monticello MSltkeflllSlce
such as the traveling sand dunes
was the Zacarias Moussaoui case.
WlJIlammutg, Va
overtaking the capital city of
I worked predominately on
757-564.-4-400
N auchuct. While this really may not the Zacarias Moussaoui case. This
OJ»el1 MondsJy-~tutds!y 10-9
seem to matter since the majority of was very exciting, as one never
Visit u~ on the W~ Qt MN.grll~y"'etYllte.com
the population is nomadic, the US
really knew what was going to
embassy is in the capital city, as is
happen next. There were ofcourse
the seat ofgovernment, and poverty the usual tasks - drafting memos for
is an ongoing issue.
the case and answering various
However, circumstances
legal questions presented by the
conspired against me and 14
attorneys. Then there were the
inoculations later I did not get to go bizarre requests such as reading
to Mauritania. I ended up in DC
every case ever written by man

From
Mauritania
to
Moussaoui
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accompanied by the legitimate
threatofan alternative disciplinary
scheme. The logic involved here is
far from complex: Use self-control
and discipline yourself, or have it
done for you.
Indeed, simpleaccountability is such a basic conceptthat
nearly all functioning organizatioris
operating in the world oflogic,
whether they be business corporations, school systems, athletic
teams, or civic groups, survive by
holding their members accountable
for their actions. Ifsuch is the case,
By: Paul Rush
then, regrettably, the UnitedNaThe dog' s name was
tionshas left the planet. Propelled
Tigger. Tigger was little more than a only by the fuel ofidealism, the UN
shaggy-haired mutt who must have
has launched itselfinto the great
measured no more than fifteen
Could-Be in search ofthe perfect
inches in height ifhe stood on his
Utopian world, on which it may
toenails, buttoa fairlymild-manoperate unhindered by the terresnered six year-old who lived next
trial notions oflogic, reason, and
door, Tiggerwasnothingshortofa common sense. Either that, or the
hell-hound Unfortunately, Tigger's
UN's operating system has become
training, which came at the hands of thoroughly corrupted.
an eleven-year-oldjuvenile delin.
The rolethatthe newly "requent, consisted largely ofvarious
elected" leader ofIraq has played
feral responses to the words "sic
during the past decade has not been
'em." Needless to say, my encoun- unlike that ofadefiant little child
ters with Tigger and his emotionally whose guardians have allowed him
underdeveloped master were often
to choose whether or not he will
terrifying and emotionally scarring.
accept his punishment. Some years
Sadly, for the rest ofus
ago, Iraq committed what the
- kids on the block, my unnamed
international community could easily
neighbor's parents' notion of
describe as the cardinal sin: it
discipline consisted largely ofselfdeliberately invaded the sovereign
regulated restrictions. At best, one
nation ofKuwait. In response to
can only speculate that his parents
this unprovoked attack on Kuwait,
believed they were instilling some
the UN "authorized" forces to expel
sort ofemotional maturity in their
Iraqi troops from the region. Thus
child when, instead oftaking away
began a war. The war was, of
_his toys for a week, they simply
course, not without its casualties.
trusted him notto play with them.
All ofthis came to pass as a result
Huh. Who knew that plan was
ofone man's greed and disregard
doomed to fail?
for the sovereignty ofhis neighbor.
Thankfully,ourcriminal
The UN's response was, to put it
justice system, and that ofnearly
lightly, mild. Apparentlyunderthe
every civilized nation, has develimpression that this particular
oped far more reasonable and
international criminal could be
pragmatic approaches to selfrehabilitated, the Iraqi leader was
discipline-when and ifthey are
not removed from power. He was
permitted at all. We refer to them
forced to "accept," however,.
as parole and probation. The
certain conditions from his parole '
typical parole or probation system
officers ofthe world community.
utilizes a variation on the "trust but
Armed with firsthand
verify" system through which
evidence that the leader of Iraq had
criminals are obliged to forego
demonstrated himselfto be a
certain otherwisenoncriminal
genuine "bad actor," conditions
activities in exchange for the
such as weapons inspections and
freedom to choose their own
no-fly-zones were imposed. They
showermates. Ofcourse, any
were subsequently agreed to by the
system which utilizes self-discipline
criminal in exchange for the freeas punishment only succeeds when
dom to continue as leader ofhis

Shaggy
Dogs,

COll1ll1unal
Showers, and
Medieval
Pardons
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country. Would we have allowed
the dictator to continue as leader
ifhe had said, at that time, that he
refused to agree to any such
conditions? Would we grant a
murderer parole for his crime ifhe
had stated, at his parole hearing,
that he had absolutely no intention
to abide by the conditions ofhis
parole?
The conditions set forth as
part ofthe Iraqi obligations were
tailored, as are parole conditions,
to the specific nature ofthe
offense that was committed.
When a parole officer looks in on
a parolee, he does so with the ·
specific intent ofdiscovering
whether or not the parolee has
violated his parole. Ifthe criminal
has shown a lack of self-control
and is deemed too immature or
too untrustworthy to engage in
self-discipline, forced mandatory
punishment is imposed. Yet, on
Fanciful Planet UN, parole
violators are merely warned, and
warned, and warned in the form
of UN Security Council Resolutions. If, in fact, the UN had no
intention of enforcing the conditions ofIraq' s parole, then to
what, exactly, did the Iraqi
dictator agree?
Did he merely "agree" to
an ideal to which he had no actual
intent ofachieving and which the
UN had no real intent to enforce?
When, then, are Security Council
Resolutions merely Make-Believe
Fancies and when are they Planet
Earth Realities? The current U. S.
.administration's policy, albeit
perhaps poorly elucidated,
suggest~ that at the point at which
you cannot tell the difference
between the two types ofResolutions, the Security Council, and
thus the United Nations as a
whole, becomes irrelevant. Only a
very few nations have concerned
themselves with ac't ually attempting to enforce the agreed-upon
conditions "accepted" by Iraq. As
a result, they have been attacked
continuously by Iraqi missiles in
the no-fly-zones, and they have
become a source of contempt for
certain other "high-minded"
.
nations.
The very notion that
enforcement ofthe original postwarlraqi agreements constitutes
the adoption of a first-strike

policy is riddled with a severe
lack of perspective. To view the
Great Iraqi Debacle in this light is
the equivalent ofvisiting a maximum-security prison and lamenting the terrible plight in which the
murderers and rapists now find
themselves.
As for the notorious "axis
of evil" as described by our
commander in chief, such things
do exist in this world. Is the title
apt? Probably. Would an invasion
against these countries qualify as a
"first strike?" Absolutely. The
ongoing debate in the U. S. should
not be whether we should be able
to preemptively strike against
countries who have or may have
weapons of mass destruction and
may be inclined to use them. Ifthe
answer to that question is "yes,"
then we would surely be as
double-minded as the UN, and
unstable in all our ways. After all,
we are the only country to have
ever used nuclear weapons in a
conflict. The debate should be,
rather, whether the U .S. has the
right to enforce, using escalating
means, more than a dozen UN
Security Council Resolutions
which it had the right to expect
would be enforced.
Opponents ofconflict with
Iraq cite oil and precedent concerns, among others. Iraqi oil has
long been the glue that has held
together the fiction ofIraqi
cooperation with the UN. Under
modem high-brow international
thought, the UN should act as a
sort ofmedieval bishop, granting
pardons to those who might have
enough money to upset the
balance of certain domestic
economies. Something offar
greater importance is at stake
here, and that is the legitimacy of
the United Nations. Either the UN
is what it says it is, an organization that strives to create world
security and the betterment of
humanity; accomplished by
holding its members accountable,
or it is as inconsequential as my
neighbor's parents' lofty, yet
ineffectual, attempts at discipline.
Ifthelatter of the two is true, it
will certainly be exploited by
more ofthe world's child-nation
delinquents in the future. That is
the precedent I worry about
setting.
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RING ME OLEANDER
By: Peter Flanigan

found. In The Ring, the message is delivered via videocasToday'shorror
sette
but is essentially the same.
movie seems to have changed its
Rachel (Naomi
focus from the slasher flicks of
Watts
,
Matinee
, Tank Girl) -is
yesteryear. In today's movies, it
an unwed mother whose niece is
is often the troubled spirit of
killed
by fright. She discovers
someone seeking to make things
that her niece's friends also
right and a enge the sins of the
died
on the same day, at the
past. Instead ofthe visceral
same time. They also have
effect random horror can have
something else in common: they
on the suburban psyche (Halall watched a videotape which
loween), now there must be
somehow
caused them to die
some sort of message about
seven days later. Rachel de- how crime doesn 't pay (no
ciaes to go to a cabin in the
matter how many bodies the
woods, always a bad move in
ghost has to kill to get their
horror
movies, and watch the
way). In Fear Dot Com, a
tape by herself.
ghost wanted her body buried
Once she realizes
and terrorized people over the
the clock is ticking, Rachel goes
Internet until her body was

into full Nancy Drew mode with
her friend Noah (Martin
H,enderson, Home and Away).
I have never seen so much of a
movie devoted to research than
this one. Even in legal movies,
the lawyers are too busy physically tracking down the real
killer or sleeping with each
other to Shepardize a case.
The movie
progresses very predictably
with Rachel racing against the
clock to save herself. This point
has always intrigued me because these movies often seem
to involve characters trying to
save their oWn lives yet are
asked to do the noble thing and
avenge the ghost. The movie

turns to the injustice visited
upon the dead but ultimately the
motivation to help comes out of
fear (thus cheapening the mes sage the film is trying to get
across).
The movie continues on and on with absolutely
stunning visual images and
poorly written dialogue . The
only real scares come in loud
noises people make opening
doors or the phone ringing.
Also, while the director (Gore
Verbinski, The Mexican)
sequences the days reminiscent
of The Shining (a truly great
horror movie) , there is no build
up oftension or even logic.
Researching the mysterious

PSF PRESENTS:

BALLO WEEN PARTY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31ST
8:30 p.n.

321 N. HENRY STREET
$5 DONATION AT TIlE DOOR
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origins ofthe videocassette
(which looks like something Luis
Blinuel would have thrown out)
seems like it isjust another job to
do in an already.crowded Palm
Pilot.
However, perhaps
owing to the original sensibility of
the 1apanese film or to the book
that its based upon (Ringu), the
last twenty minutes ofthe movie is
disturbing and carries with it a
twist ending which completely
reverses the first hour and a half.
Everyone left the movie theatre in
quiet shock at the complete 180
the movie and its two surviving
characters take at the end. The
movi.e had to be pedestrian to get
to that point, I suppose, yet it is
not enough to recommend that a
viewer do anything other than
rent.
White Oleanderis
the movie based on the popular
book written by lanetFitch.
While this movie feels like chunks
of the characters lives are missing,
the story manages to tell an
engaging, yet uneven, story ofa
young girl growing up in the
shadow ofher mother.
Astrid (Alison
Lohman) is a girl who is very
much the essence ofher mother.
When her mother (Michelle
Pfeiffer) is sent away to jail after
killing her boyfriend, Astrid is sent
through several years ofthe most
hellacious foster family environment you can imagine. Hardly the
poster-child for family services,
Astrid is shot, beaten up and
threatens murder and witnesses a
suicide of a foster mother she
really loves (Renee Zellweger,
looking horrible). This all occurs
before going to the last foster
home where her foster mother
forces Astrid to sell her clothes
for money.
Despite the hardships endured by Astrid, this is
really a story about Astrid's
attempts to escape her mother.
Astrid, while basically expressionlessthroughout the movie, adopts
the clothing styles and ideology of
the people she stays with when
she visi ts her mother. Considering that she stays with a self- .
proclaimed religious "white
trash", a movie actress and a
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semi-goth Russian immigrant,
Astrid has a wide range of
clothing options to choose from
when visiting mommy.
However, these
are only surface changes, for
whenever Astrid leaves her
mother at prison, she returns to
the coolly detached (even
predatory) demeanpr of her
mother. While both men and
women in this movie are nice on
the surface, they all have deep
character flaws that deny Astrid
from following her own path
and falling ba'c k on her mother's
character traits. As much of the
movie understates, Astrid is
constantly driven to different
homes but ultimately arrives
nowhere.
In the end, Astrid
finds her peace (with a man
nonetheless!) but the viewer
wonders if we have actually
learned more about the characters or just about their survival.
The cinematography is also
un¢,ven, switching between
beautifully prolonged static
shots andjerky handheld (almost student level) shots. The
movie ends up being better than
expected but falls far short of
the expectations it sets up for
itself.

TV Review:
girls club

sympathetic female senior
partner gives Lynn an unadulterated glimpse of what it takes to
Plagued by
petulant attitudes, Prada shoes, break through the glass ceiling.
Incomprehensible! But all ofthe
and a prosaic theme song
(" Under Pressure"), the girls of injustices they suffer are almost
instantaneously undercut by the
David Kelley ' s new legal
vapidity of the characters
drama-or is it farce?-battled
themselves.
bad screen-writing and pedesKelley and crew
trian plot lines in the series
reason
to like, let
give
us
no
premiere of girls club, which
alone empathize with, these
aired this Monday at 9pm on
women.
Their trials and travails
FOX. The girls lost.
The heir apparent aren't engaging because the
characters are completely
to Kelley's wildly successful
lacking in depth. What they
Ally McBeal, girls club is
suffer
at the hands of the unreoddly ill-equipped to pick up
generate "boys club" isn't
where Ally left off. To Allls
pathos,
it's pathetic. And,
Eveiywoman-esque anxiety,
worse, in a show that purports
Jeannie, Lynn and Sarah (the
to
em.b race equality of women
"girls") have only the slightest
in the workplace (albeit in a
sense of directionless twentyvery
uneven manner--the
something angst. Forget the
show ' s website includes a list of
halcyon days ofthe dancing
women
throughout legal history
baby and Barry White background music, girls club hasn ' t and a Saks Fifth Avenue shopping spree giveaway), girls club
got half as much imagination.
completely cops out. Instead of
To be sure, theissues the show and its barrister illustrating the harsh realities of
associate life at a big law firm,
Barbarellas wrestle with are
one
of Kelley ' s stated goals for
weighty. But the girls are not
the show, the series seems
TV PICK OF THE
only abysmally incompetent to
headed in the direction of mildly
WEEK: Its here, its here. Yes,
deal with anything more challegally-related melodrama, or
Halloween is almost here and
lenging than whether to go with
perhaps just the cutting room
that means it is time for AMC's the Donna Karan one-piece or
floor at Fox.
Monster Fest. Starting October the Ralph Lauren pantsuit, but
The possibility of
25, there will be two straight
they are also shockingly unsymredemption for the girls and
weeks of horror movies with 60 pathetic. As a triumvirate,
their maker has not been comsecond, very low budget horror they're tedious; as individuals,
.pletely foreclosed--this was
movies spliced in. Such selecthey're insipid. Which of
only the first episode, after all.
tions include Frankenstein , The course, begs the question: All
But the ladies are going to need
WolfMan and Halloween.
these big-ticket social issues
more than a mere makeover to
they're confronted with-the
render them and their tales of
DVD PICK OF THE
. glass ceiling, homophobia,
woe palatabie. While the whimWEEK: Insomnia: Not Christo- sexual harassment-to what
sicality of Ally's world may be
pher Nolan's (Memento and
extent beyond the initial repugtotally
inappropriate for the sort
The Following) best work but
nant-on-principle, knee-jerk
of realistic drama Kelley envireaction, do we really care?
damn that Wally Pfizer can
sions in girls club, his onephotograph fog! Also check out
A sleazebag
Robin Williams actually acting
senior partner sexually harasses dimensional wonders won't last
long if they don ' t develop a little
well and Al Pacino actually
Jeannie. Outrageous! The
personality to keep viewers
acting his age.
unsavory machinations of
interested. Pretty faces and
another associate get Sarah
plunging necklines only do half
KIMBALL THEATRE
fired up, prompting her to call
SCHEDULE: Halloween Resur- the scheming co-worker a dyke thejob.
The verdict is in.
in the middle of the office.
rection, October 29-31, 7 and
9pm.
This
club
is
one
you might think
Unbelievable! A less-thantwice about before joining.
By: Marie Siesseger
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Interview
With Rob
Maylor,IL
SBARep
By: SaraAliabadi

RobMaylor. You've seen him,
you'veheardhim,andyou'vewonderedabouthim
You mayknowhim as that
charrning,debonairfigurewhostrolls
aroundMarshall-Wythe likea cool
breeze,takinglife(and law)instride,
invitingeveryoneandtheirmothersto
joinhim atthe GreenLeafe for an
eveningoffireworksandfuntasy. Or
youmayknowhimasthatintellectua1,
pensiveguywho conducts IM conversations aboutthemeaningoflife even as
he'splayingsolitairein themiddleof
Contracts class.
Howeveryouknowhim,or
whomeveryouknowhimto be, one
thing is certain: youdo know him. But
now the question comes-how well do
youknowhim? Here,aftermakingRob
Maylora very large pot ofPortobello
mushroomtortellini,SaraAliabadi
explores the softerside ofthis elusive
SBA rep, so that we may all getto
know him better. . . .
OK, Mr. Maylor -first,a little
history. Where'dyougrowup,goto
school,play/watchyourfirstbaseball
game,etc.? Justthehighlights,please.
I hate baseball, but Go Giants.
Why?WhygoGiants?
I thought you were legit. I
thoughtyouhadskills. That'swhyI
recommendedyouforthisjob[interviewing]. Don'tletn;edownh~.
Um,asI was saying,whygo
Giants?

Because I wantBarry Bonds
to win
Who?

You don 'tknowwhoBarry

Bonds is? You 've gottabekidding.

backseat.

Justplease,swallowyourpasta
and tell mewhereyou grew up.

Wheremightwefindyou in 5
years,andwhatmightyoubedoing?

Swallow, too easy.. .Igrewup
inBrooklyn .. . [Rob starts to sing hiphop songs under his breath]. From6th
gradeto 12thgrade, I went to school in
Brooklyn... Poly Prep ... I grew up all
over, actually,butBrooklyn works best.
.. Brooklyn is where I like to call home.
..that's where my one fiiend is at.
Hopefully, I'11 make fiiends atlawschool
though... rrunm,prettygood! This
[pasta] is pretty good!

InbedwithHalleBeny,having
finishedthePaperwoIkonhersecond
divorce... No, seriously.. . [1' d be]
barefoot and pregnant. Or -ifthat
wasn 'twoIkingoutforme,then
hopefullY9nthevergeofstartingmy
own sports and entertainment:tirrn, ifl
haven't done so already... \vithavery
attractivelistofclients.. .SammyDavis
Junior Junior.. .FrankSinatraJunior
Junior. ..MichaelJordanJunior... and
Kenny G. IwantKennyG. He'sthe
one man who can cause more pain than
the dentist [when you 'reinhisoffice].
Oh-I'malsogoingtoreviveCoolio's
career. That's one ofmygoals.

You soundstrrprised. Don't
get your hopes up on thatmakingfiiends
thing. Bestofluckthough. So Brothers,Sisters?
People don 't care about that
stuff I have 'em, Ijust don 't think that
inquiringminciswanttoknow. People
wanttoknowwhetherI'mwearing
boxers or briefs -let's be honest.
Well?Boxersorbriefs?
lfitgetscoldenough boxers ..
.when Idowearunderwear, it's usually
somethingprettyinteresting.
Urn, ok. What sparked your
interest in the law, andwhydidyou
decide to go to law school?
I would love to be able to say ,
that it was a desire to liveanoblelifeand
be acitizen lawyer, and that's great in
the longrunbutmorethananythingI
wantto bea [sports and entertainment]
agent, and I thought itwould help to
know the law. I like the ideaofa
constantlychangingenvironrnent,high
risk,highreward Afterall,afooland
hismoneyare soonpartying, right?
What'sthe~difficultlegal

issue facing the nation today? Whydo
you tlllnkso?
I'mreallycuriousaboutthe
effects ofan over-extension ofthe
homeland security act. I'mnota
conspiracy theorist so I won 't say that I
thinkithasthepotentialtobecomelike
anAmericangestapo, throwingoutour
rightsinthenameofsectrrity,butlam
somewhatofaskeptic.lamctrrious,
however,howfarallofthiswillgointhe
wake of9-11 and whether in the
processconstitutionalrightswilltakea

Word around town is that you
worked for JohnnieCochnll1 fora year
aftergraduatingfromPrinceton.Can
you tell us a bit about that?
Greatestjob and the greatest
boss thatI'll ever have.
Ok, tell me more.
Youwannaknowmore? My
first day at work, I metPuflY and J.Lo.'
Nofirstdayofwork wi11everbebe~er.

I worked on his [PuflY's]trial for gun
possessiOn.
What' dyouqo,exactly?
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lcan'trea1lysaywhatthey
won'tbeabletoforget,butIwillsay
thatIhopethey'll takethetimetosee
that there are two sides to Rob Maylor.
There is aserious side, somewhere.
Andyes,I didjustrefertomYSelfmthe
thirdperson.
Two sides, huh? What's the
otherside?
Well,Ienjoypartyingandall
that, alotinfact butI 'm often happier
sittingatmyplacedrinkingwithoneor
twofiiendsandplayingvideogarnes. I
love video games and competing.
Here's a dorkytidbit: I wasaNintendo
WorldCbampionshipQuarter-finalist. .

Hmmm So tell me,why did
you decide to becomeSBArep? Was
itj ustto impress the ladies, orwas there
something elsethat attracted you to this
noblelifeofpublicservice?
Ijustlikepeople. I like lots of
differentpeople, and itgaveme an
excusetotalktoalotofdifferentpeople
and gettoknowalotofdifferentpeople.
I thinklcanrelate ... l'vedoneeverythingfromdeliveringpizzatoworking
and writing for JohnnyCochran,andI
don'tthinkthere'sanyhurnanbeingon
theplanet\vithwhomlcan'tor
wouldn'twanttohaveaconversation. I
would even have aconversationwith
SaraAliabadi. InJapanese.

Do you rea1lyspeakJapanese?
Witness interviews, I wrotethe
copiesfortheclosingarguments..
Yeah. Japanese arid Spanish.
.1ohnnieandI wrote them together,by
I guess you could Say Iamacunning
ourselves...that was like, the coolest
linguist
.
thing ever. And I got published onmy _
own, as aresu1tofthatjob,inHarper's
Say something [in Japanese].
magazine. [pullstheissueoffo.fbis
bookshelf,formetolookat].
Like What?

Wow.• •So, when people
meet you, what's the firstthing they
notice about you? After they've
had a conversation with you, what's
the one thing they won 't forget?

I'mlaidback, but somewhat
charismatic,I think. Iloveto smile and
have fun. Iliveeachdaylikeit'smylast
-which is bad ifyou have debt. What
wouldldowithoutUncle Stafford?
[Smiles]. So-afterhavinga
conversationwith you, what'stheone
thingthatpeoplewon'tforget?

[He says something that
sounds exotic so I'll bite and say he
speaks Japanese]. Now that "F all
From Grace" has come and gone,
what can we expect from SBA in the
coming weeks? What else have you
guys been workingonrecently?
Well by the time this goes to
press we '11 have had paint-balling but
RickCollins is organizing a beerpong
toumamentnextweekendthatIplanto
lose. Gracefully. Ialsowanttodoa
lawschool versionofSingled Outbut
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I'mafraidthattherearen'tenoughsingle
people.
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Angel @ Law
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Why'sthat?
By: Shannon Hadeed

WellIdon'tknowifyou've
noticedbutthehands ofthe students in
tbisschoolhavemoreplatinumand
diamondsonthemthanyou'llseeinany
rap video.
True. Tell me, whatgetsyou
up in the morning? Do you have a
particular"cause"thatmotivatesyou,or
apassionate love interest (on~thatyou' d
liketoreveal),orperbapsafavorite
breakfustitem?
I wish I could say it was you
butlguess it' s the factthatmyparents
are shelling outmoneyto keep me as far
awayfrom them aspossible so lmight
as wellmakethemostofit, right?
Honest1y,Ijustlikethepromiseofanew
day. One ofmy favorite books thatl
haven'tfinishedreadingiscalledLifeIs
So Good and that's my motto. Love
life. Mydad told me "it's likethis son,
live fast, dieyoungand leave abeautiful
corpse."
Once you' vepassed away,
how do you wantto be remembered?
Morbid, aren't you . .. ?I hear
theAddamsfamilyhasanopening ... I
don 'tthinkaboutdeath like that. .. Ijust
wanttobeyoung,havefimanddrink
Pepsi. Hopefullywhatever Ido I'll doa
gocxienoughjob that my spiritand
memorywillliveonin theheartsand
mindsofrnyfiiendsandinterviewers.
This isyourinterview.Isthere
anythingelseyou'dliketotellme?
Williamsburgisthecoolest
p1aceontheplanetwithitsbustlingnight
life, touristattractionandall. IjusthopeI
have time to see it all. No, but in all
seriousnessthepeopleatMarshallWythearekeepingmefromlosingitall
together. Williarnsburgisalittledifferent
fromNew YorkEveryonehereisreally
coolwithaninterestingstoryto tell. I
hope I get a chance to get to know
everyonewellenoughtohavethembuy
me drinks and so I have someone to say
hitointhelobby. Otherthanthat,I
hope we all figure out a way to beat the
curve as a class and have a healthy dose
offuntogo with all tbis highereducation. .. w<?wthatwasamouthful. I'm
spent.. can I go now?

Dear God,
I have officially 16st all of
my friends to the library. One
staked out her territory and made
it very clear that outsiders are not
welcome: She set up camp in her
caroL She brought in a photograph of her boyfriend, a cd
walkman·, and stocked it wi th
snacks so that she would never
have to leave. I remember in the
beginning, when I could still
convince herta leave the library,
that all of our conversations
revolved around people who were
trying to steal her carol and what
she was going to do to them the
nexttime they tried it. Yeah, Ireally
miss her. I lost another friend of
min~ to an especially gloomy
section, the dungeon, which doesn 't
even get the benefit ofa little
sunlight. Sadly enough, shortly after
moving in, he was taken by the
scary man-eating bookshelves and
hasn't been heard from since.
Finally, I lost one ofmy study
buddies to the computer lab. Oh,
she still sends e-mail, but ifyou
want face to face contact you have
to get a digital camera. It's all very
sad. I am afraid I might be next.
But since I generally try to keep my
visits to the library as briefas my
legal skills memos, or I visit in the
overly social first floor section with
the magazines, I don 'tthink it WIll
happen. The trick is to either make
it quick, or make sure you remain in
a group.
I try to avoid the library at
all costs becuase it depresses me.
The pyscho lighting makes it seem
like a sceen from a bad horror flick,
the stress hanging in the air like a
contagious germ, the windowless
appearance ofa prison cell, and
finally, the watchful eyes gaurding
their study space. It's enough to
drive you to prozac. But,
unfotunately,I have foundmyselfin
the library on weekends, and I have
suffered from library hangovers as
oflate. You know the symptoms I
am talking about: squinting in direct
sunlight, sore eye-sockets, a yellow

light and buzzing soundheacIache,
pale skin, generally forget how to
have a conversation or behave in a
socially acceptable way, forget your
name (you can still remember your
exam number from last semester
though, and your access code for
worcs) and yes, forget what eating
at home feels like and whether or
not you are single or have just
recentl y become so.
I miss my friends, I want to
be a library hobbit as well, is ittoo
late? Can I get a carol? Where can
I apply? Are there rounds of
elimination to get in? Do have to
read a library packet? Wait, wait, I
don ' t mean that I am just losing it.
Momentary lapse ofreason. But
after this I am really going to have
to watch my back in the library or I
might have an "accident" with the
man-eating book shelves. Or
perhaps a particularly heavy treatise
might somehow fall on my head.
I 'd watch out library, I have got a
much higher power on my side: the
non-library people. Wewill
execute a coup' d' etat, take over
your lousy library, burn your
precious litt.le carols to the ground
and free my friends from your
tyranny. Wait, lord; I didn' t mean
that. I like the librarians. They are
actually really great people. We
will spare them. I know my friends
are part ofthe library too, but now
it'sjustthatthey are sowell, so
scary. Maybe I will be one for
- Halloween. I could make a cardboard-carol and put a fake laptop
on it, perhaps some snacks. Or
maybe I could really scare some
students and go as an F. What did
you say? I know, I really do need
to get a grip. I think it's time you
got me out ofhere before I lose my
sanity all together.
I have a new neurosis lord.
Why can 'tl ever leave home
without law books? As if on a trip
to visit my buddies I am actually
going to crack open one ofthose
tomes. I know it is a big step, but I
am going to try to leave a few of
them behind on the weekends, I am
sure they won't miss me. Will
they? And who knows, I may be

<

able to leave them altogether in
time, without suffering any separationanxiety. It may take some .
work, but I am sure I can do it. But
lord, I think at this point it might
take some divine intervention.
Is it just me oris it that
point in the semester where you can
- see the impending doom offinals
and the fear is a bit paralyzing. Just
like a deer caught in the headlights.
Some days I think I am forgetting
something, then I remember: finals.
I am not quite sure, would I be
jumping the gun to start my outlines,
or am I already behind because I
haven' t started them? I am
wrought with indecision. Baskin
Robbins never seemed like a
greater nightmare. Luckily, that 2nd
year lethargy has not seeped into
me completely, at least I have most
ofmy reading done, which is saying
a great deal for a 2L. Why is it such
a challenge to do it? Well, other
priorities have setin. Namely,
fmdingajob, writing notes, competing in stuff, and all sorts ofother
:tUn activities. And generally trying
to avoid everyone's greatest fear:
becoming a professional waiter and
a lawyer by day.
I have to say that every 3L
face in my classes gives me a warm
fuzzy feeling. Not only do I know
they don't do theirreading, butthey
don't care either. They can't even
be bothered to show up to most of
the classes. And when they do
showup, sometimes I am convinced they may be drunk or at
least hung-over. They laugh at
direct questions from the professors
and scoffat the stressed scurrying
ofother studerrts. They look
relaxed; they laugh easily and don't
clutch their coffee mugs like lifelines
in morning classes. I can hardly
wait.
Oh, and I am so glad I am
not alL. Thank you lord for letting
me pass my first year. Thank you.
Thank you. Thank you.
But still, finals are coming
and I can't help myselffrom
thinking something wicked this way
comes ....

-.::-

- .~ -

Lord Protect Us,
~

AL
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The Amicus wants you to
know your elected
officials!
Here ' s a little test. Which one ofthese three men is not running
for office this year? OK, that' s a trick question - none of them are. But
can you identify these men?

George Anen, former governor and current representative of Virginia
in the Senate (on horse),

They are Cal Ripken, Jr. (obviously)

and William Barlow, Delegate for the 64th District, which includes portions of Williamsburg and James
City County (waving from car). By the way, Delegate Barlow is the father of Todd Barlow, who graduated
from Marshall Wythe in 2002.
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Letters to the Editor
Women will be thought of as
equals if we demand it to be so
By Elle O' Flaherty

Last Wednesday I had
the opportunity to hear arguments at the Virginia Supreme
Court, one in particular wasn't
very reassurmg.
The argument was given
by a small , middle-aged, bald,
southern man. He was arguing
for various reasons (none of
which were based on the law)
that his client shouldn ' t be guilty
of manslaughter because he was
defending himself.
After his time was up,
one justice asked the lawyer
why his client had been found
guilty. The "gentleman" said
there were many gory pictures,
and since there were several
women on thejury .. . atwhich
point the justice interrupted him
saying, "I'm going to stop you .
there before you get yourself
into trouble." Too late.
Iflooks could kill , I'd
need representation.
I' m not so naIve as to
think there aren ' t men who still
believe I should be wearing flipflops at the most and very
seldom traveling out of certain
rooms that contain perishables
and electrical cooking appliances, but expressing that in
court?
The next day I was
reading an article about the
dramatic decline of women
receiving science degrees as the
degrees get more advanced,
and the low number oftenured
women on faculties.
In the William & Mary
Law School community, according to the 2002-2003
Campus Directory, there are 29
male law professors versus 10
female law professors . On the
other hand, in positions such as
support staff and administrative
assistants, there are 29 women
versus 4 men (three of which
are deans) . This is not to say

look forward to the Christmas
grandmothers who contributed
that William & Mary Law
to the history of our struggle, if season seeing Marshall and
School is a sexist environment,
only by getting you here today.
Wythe dressed up in Santa garb
rather that these are the roles
The only way women will be
for the holiday. What next?
where we expect to find
Will the Christian,Legal Society
women. We expect a man to be thought of as equal is if we
demand it to be so. Start now . put a large Cross in the hands
the professor and a woman to
To the men I say you too of our school ' s founder on
be his secretary.
Granted, this is changing. must help with our equality. If
Good Friday? Or perhaps a
you see women, or anyone ,
My class, the class of2004,
football fan will place a
was the first law school class in being treated unfairly, say
Redskins porn porn when they
which nationally more women
something. Treat us as intelliplay the Cowboys? Why stop
enrolled than men. And yet,
gent indi viduals in your profesthere? Perhaps William &
based purely on my own obser- sionallife and you ' ll earn
Mary students should travel to
vations, women will primarily be colleagues who will respect you. D.C . and decorate the Jefferson
the ones to move where their
Treat us with the lack of Memorial as the Great Pumpkin
husbands get jobs and to worry sexual stereotyping we deserve
for Halloween? After all ,
about day care. We'll be the
in your private life. If either you George Wythe ' s most famous '
ones asked in interviews what
or your wife had to stay home
student would not want to be
our husbands do (true story),
with a special needs child, who
left out by his alma matter!
and passed over for partnerwould it be? It might be you. It
ships because we may leave to
should at least be a difficult,
We have become a
have a child. Heaven forbid.
equal decision . Treat us as
society that increasingly devalI understand we've
equals in your private life and
ues what was once valuable,
c.o me a long way from my
you'll earn a happy home.
mock what was once revered,
mother ' s generation where it
I am hoping if! have
and finds actions acceptable
was assumed a woman would
daughters, by the time they are
which were once deplorable.
be a teacher or a nurse. Last
my age Barbie will be a social
As a student I am curiyear in class one of my peers
pariah and lawyers who make
ous on whether there is a policy
stated she didn ' t think there
sexist comments will be booed
on allowing the desecration of
was inequality because her
out of the courtroom . Last
the school ' s memorial, or is this
mother and both her grandweek at least, based on the
just a mischievous student with
mothers attended college. I
male justice ' s response , I
a distinctive sense of humor?
shutter to think there are women wasn ' t the only one booing.
my age so ignorant of the
Free speechis the most
struggle that went before them.
important freedom in our counSo, what can we do? To
try, and if this is a form of
Decorating Marshall And Wythe
the women , I say you' are role
political expression, then permodels. You are pioneers who
haps
Marshall and Wythe would
By: Jason Miyares
are another plateau upon which
be proud. Furthermore, this
our daughters will climb. Act as
Few men have had a
letter is not an endorsement of
such. Remember to be
greater impact on American
the Dean's Office prohibiting
someone's mentor. You did not jurisprudence than John Marshall students from practicing politiget here alone, nor can the
and George Wythe. It is their
calor artistic expression on the
woman behind you . Speak to
, genius and attachment to the
memorial. However, I urge my
young girls, make sure their
College that have persuaded many fellow stude~ts to be voluntarily
minds are open to the possibili- to attend this hallowed school.
respectful towards the memory
ties in education and personal
Curiously, some individual, studentof John Marshall and George
growth. Don't let a woman
association or professor found it ·Wythe when expressing themdefine herself solely as whose
entertaining to "dress" their me- selves.
daughter she is or whose wife
morial in gay drag for National
she will become. Let her
Respectfully yours,
Coming Out day.
become her own person.
Dis,cussing the situation
Know the past. Know
Jason Miyares
with 2Ls and 3Ls makes it apparyour rights didn't always exist
Class of 2005
ent that groups have found it
and they must be constantly
amusing to "decorate" Marshall
expanded and broadened. Be
and Wythe in various costumes,
grateful to your mothers and
ornaments and holiday themes. I
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EVENT

Thu, October 31

Appointments Committee Meeting

Thu, October 31

LOCATION
~

TIME

Dean's Conference Room

IPM

Flu Shots Available

lobby

IPM

Thu, October 31

Library Open House

Law Library Lobby

2PM

Thu, October 31

1L Workshop for e-Attorney

Room 127

3PM

Fri, November 1

Conference on Corporate Fraud

Room 127 .

9AM

Fri, Nov. 1 to Sat, Nov. 2

Privacy and Public Access Conference

Courtroom

9AM

Fri, November 1

Luncheon for LLMs with Prof. Rosenberg

Dean's Conference Room •

12PM

Fri, November 1

Luncheon for Corporate Reform Program .

Room 133

12:15PM

Fri, November 1

Workshop presented by Prof. Paul Marcus

The Faculty Room

12:30PM

Sat, November 2

Asian Law Students Assoc. Forum for Undergrads

RQ()m133

lOAM

Sat, November 2

Essay Writing Workshop Lecture

Room 119

lOAM

Mon, November 4

Status Committee Meeting

Dean's Conference Room

4PM

Tue, November 5

Software Demonstration

Room 141

lOAM

Tue, November 5

BLSA General Meeting

Room 133

7PM

Thu, November 7

Third-Year and LLM Registration

Thu, November 7

Wythe Lecture presented by Prof. David Wilkins

Room 127

3PM '

Fri, November 8

Second-year Registration

Fri, November 8

Commonwealth's Attorney Meeting

Dean's Conference Room

lOAM

Fri,November8

Workshop presented by Visiting Prof. Jay Mootz

The Faculty Room

12:30PM

Sat, November 9

BARIBRI Civil Procedure Review

Room 119

9AM

Sat, November 9

BARIBRI Corporations Review

Room 124

9AM

Room 134

12:45 PM

Mon, November 11 .

. Preparing for Exams for LLMs with Prof. Giuffrida

Tue, November 12

Administrative Staff Meeting

The Faculty Room

lOAM

Tue, November 12

Pennsylvania Judicial Internships & Clerkships

Room 135

12:#OPM

Thu, November 14

Justice John Paul Stevens
will receive the Marshall Wythe Medallion

Wren Building

12:30PM

Thu,Novemberl4 .

Prof. Gerhardt's Congress & the Presidency seminar The Faculty Room

Fri,Novemberl5

Association Board Meeting

North Wing Faculty Room

12PM

Fri,November 15

Small Town Practice, Big Time Career

Room 137

12:30PM

Fri,Novemberl5

Workshop presented by Professor Matthew Adler,
University of Pennsylvania Law School

Room 239

1:15PM

Reception for Small Town Practice, Big Tirne Career

Lobby

1:30PM

Fri,November 15

4:30PM

